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We acknowledge the traditional territories upon which we 
gather. 

McMaster University is located on the traditional territories of 
the Mississauga and Haudenosaunee nations, and within the 
lands protected by the “Dish with One Spoon” wampum 
agreement”. 

Land Acknowledgement
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Public and Patient Engagement 
Collaborative
ØResearch and consultation activities to support high-quality public and 

patient engagement in health policy, systems and research (focus on 
methods and evaluation)

ØMember of the OHT Central Program of Supports (Ministry of Health) 

Ø Support PFC engagement measurement development work

Ø Support Ontario Health Teams with their patient, community 
engagement and evaluation 

ØWork in close partnership with patient, family and caregiver partners, 
health system organizations, and research teams 

For more information: http://ppe.mcmaster.ca
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• Gain an in-depth understanding of the planning 
module of the Engage with Impact Toolkit

• Apply module contents to your engagement context

• Identify next steps for your work

Poll question: Have you completed the worksheet for 
module 1?

Workshop objectives
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Engage with Impact Toolkit

• Designed to help 
organizations 
evaluate the 
impact of their 
patient, family and 
caregiver 
engagement 
programs and 
activities
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Guiding 
Principles

ØPractical (not overly technical or 
academic)

ØAccessible/easy to use (broad 
range of users)

ØMenu driven (reach people/orgs 
where they are; relevant at 
different stages of 
development/maturity)

ØAlign with relevant activities 
(OHT PFC engagement 
requirements, quadruple aim, OHT 
performance measurement 
requirements)
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• The goal of this module is to determine your readiness for evaluating 
the impact of your patient, family and caregiver engagement work 
and the steps to take to prepare for this type of evaluation.

Planning Module
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• As you begin this work, it’s important to put some building 
blocks in place (readiness assessment)

• Key questions to consider (from readiness assessment 
worksheet)

• Can you describe the goals of your engagement 
program/initiative?

• Can you describe your engagement structures and 
processes (current or planned)?

• How are patient, family and caregiver partners 
contributing in different ways?

Setting yourself up for evaluation
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Describing your engagement program (from 
Algoma OHT)
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Describing your engagement program
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Poll question: Were you able to describe your 
engagement goals, structures and processes? 

If you faced challenges, add them to the chat or raise 
your hand



• Now that you’ve spent time describing your engagement 
program/initiative, you’re ready to think about the goals 
for evaluation (second part of readiness worksheet)

• These may differ depending on:
• focus of your evaluation, e.g., overall PE program vs. 

specific PE initiative
• maturity stage of your OHT
• role and decision-making responsibilities (e.g., patient 

partners, engagement leads, executive team)

Setting your evaluation goals
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Goal: Improving engagement practices (process 
evaluation)

Approach: use formative evaluation to track how OHT is 
embedding community voices in the organization

Goal: Linking engagement to outcomes (impact 
evaluation)

Approach: looking for relationships between your 
engagement activities and identified outcomes 

• individual, program, organization and system level

Common evaluation goals
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• Consider who should be on your evaluation team:

• Who are the key stakeholders for the project/activity?
• Who is leading and contributing to this work?
• Who are the target audiences for the work? Who do 

you hope will be impacted by the outcomes?

• PFC partners should be included at this stage

Who should be involved?
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• As you work through these questions, you may realize 
you’re not ready for impact evaluation

• Process evaluation is a good first step

• Tools such as the Public and Patient Engagement 
Evaluation Tool (PPEET) can be useful

• These tools can also be used to provide baseline data –
understand where you are now for comparison as you 
continue to expand your engagement work

Are you ready for impact evaluation?
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Public and Patient Engagement 
Evaluation Tool 
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Leadership responsible for developing the 
capacity for and culture of PPE within the 
organization

Staff responsible for the design and 
implementation of engagement activities

Patients/citizens/users in various engagement 
activities and roles (partners, advisors, 
participants)



• Many OHTs have already been using the “participant” 
level PPEET to evaluate their engagement activities

• Example:
• The participant survey can be implemented after PFC 

advisory council meetings to evaluate the quality of the 
engagement including how supported PFC partners 
feel, if they are being heard, and initial impacts

• The survey can be implemented on a regular basis to 
see change over time

Process Evaluation 
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• The “organization” level PPEET can also be used to 
understand where your OHT is in regards to PFC 
engagement

• Algoma OHT implemented the organization level PPEET 
survey with all of the OHT’s partner organizations to gain 
a better understanding of how the various organizations 
perceive engagement and the activities underway

• This will allow for future surveys to be conducted to see 
how partners’ engagement activities have changed (or 
not) after participating in the OHT

Process Evaluation
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Our next webinar will be held on May 4 @ 
12pm and will focus on the Tailoring module 

https://www.evaluateengagement.ca/tailoring

Next Steps
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